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RATIONAL SURFACES WITH INFINITE AUTOMORPHISM
GROUP AND NO ANTIPLURICANONICAL CURVE

BRIAN HARBOURNE

ABSTRACT. Counterexamples are given to a conjecture communicated to me

by I. Dolgachev and E. Looijenga of M. Gizatullin that every rational surface

with an infinite automorphism group should have an antipluricanonical curve.

There are many cases of complete smooth rational surfaces (over an algebraically

closed field) which have infinitely many automorphisms. Examples include all ratio-

nal relatively minimal models, certain Coble surfaces [Dl] and certain blowings-up

of P2 having an irreducible and reduced anticanonical curve [HI]. These exam-

ples all share the property that a negative multiple of the canonical class contains

an effective divisor (i.e., an antipluricanonical curve). This suggests that perhaps

any rational surface with an infinite automorphism group would have an antipluri-

canonical curve. We give two counterexamples to show that this need not be so.

There are two quite different ways in which the automorphism group Aut(X) of

a complete, smooth, rational surface X can be infinite. Of course, Aut(X) acts on

the Picard group Pic(X) of X. The image Aut*(X) and the kernel Aut#(X) of the

representation of Aut(X) on Pic(X) give an exact sequence:

1 -♦ Aut#(X) -♦ Aut(X) -* Aut*(X) -» 1.

M. Gizatullin has conjectured that the occurrence of an antipluricanonical curve is

in some way characteristic of those surfaces X for which Aut*(X) is infinite. We

give a counterexample in which Aut*(X) is infinite and yet X has no antipluricanon-

ical curve. However, the answer is not known to the strong form of the conjecture,

posed now as the following question: If Aut*(X) is infinite but X has no antipluri-

canonical curve, is there then a birational morphism <p of X to a surface Y having

an antipluricanonical curve and an infinite subgroup G C Aut*(Y), such that G

lifts via tp to X?

Besides giving the counterexample mentioned above we show for any smooth ra-

tional surface X that the groups Aut^(X) and Aut*(X) are never both infinite, and

for completeness we also give an example of a surface X having no antipluricanon-

ical curve but for which Aut#(X) is infinite. Throughout this paper X refers to a

complete, smooth, rational surface over an algebraically closed field fc of arbitrary

characteristic.

1. Aut#(X) and Aut*(X) are never both infinite. We begin with the

following lemma, in which by an exceptional curve on X we mean a one-dimensional

fibre of a birational morphism of X to a smooth surface.
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LEMMA (1.1). If Aut*(X) is infinite, then X must contain infinitely many

exceptional curves.

PROOF. Let G(X) be the subgroup of Aut(X) of all automorphisms whose

induced action on the set of classes in Pic(X) of exceptional curves is trivial.

Then G(X) descends to a group of automorphisms of any relatively minimal model

X' of X (i.e., any birational morphism X —> X' is G(X)-equivariant). Denot-

ing G(X)/Aut#(X) by G*(X), G*(X) is isomorphic to G(X)/(Aut#(X') nG(X))
which is isomorphic to a subgroup of G*(X') = Aut*(X') which itself is Z/2Z if

X' = P1 x P1 and is trivial otherwise. Since Aut*(X) is infinite, we see X 7^ X',

and, since any blowing-up of P1 x P1 can be blown down to P2, we may assume

X' t¿ P1 x P1; i.e., we may assume that G*(X'), and thus G*(X), is trivial. Again,

Aut*(X) = Aut*(X)/G*(X) is infinite, which, being a group of permutations of

the classes of exceptional curves, implies that there are infinitely many exceptional

curves.    D

COROLLARY (1-2). If the set of exceptional curves on X is infinite (for exam-

ple, if Aut*(X) is infinite), then there is a birational morphism X —* P2; i.e., P2

is a relatively minimal model of X.

PROOF. We note by the lemma that if Aut*(X) is infinite, then X has infinitely

many exceptional curves. By perhaps contracting some of these exceptional curves

we obtain a birational morphism to a surface Y having infinitely many irreducible

exceptional curves. But it follows from Theorem 5 of [N] that P2 is a relatively

minimal model of Y, and hence also of X.    D

The next result is the key step in showing that Aut*(X) and Aut#(X) are never

both infinite.

PROPOSITION (1.3). //Aut#(X) is infinite, then X has only finitely many
exceptional curves.

PROOF. Suppose that Aut#(X) is infinite but that X has infinitely many ex-

ceptional curves. Then, as in the proof of Corollary (1.2), by contracting some

exceptional curves if necessary we obtain a birational morphism X —> Y such that

Y has infinitely many irreducible exceptional curves. Moreover, the elements of

Aut*(X) all descend to automorphisms of Y. In particular, Aut*(y) is still infi-

nite. We also note that Corollary (1.2) implies that there is a birational morphism

i¡j:Y -> P2.

Since Y has infinitely many irreducible exceptional curves, the set of their images

under ip must have elements of arbitrarily large degree. Consider an irreducible

exceptional curve E on Y for which ij)(E), which we denote E', has degree at least 2.

Since Aut#(F) takes each exceptional curve on Y to itself, there is a homomorphism

Aut#(F) —» Aut(ß). This restriction homomorphism is an injection. For say an

element a' of the former restricts to the trivial automorphism of E. But ip is

Aut#(V)-equivariant, so a' descends to an automorphism a of P2 which fixes each

point of E'. Pairs of points of £" determine lines, so a takes each line to itself. But

each point of any given line lies on another line and is therefore a fixed point of a,

so q acts trivially on P2, and hence a' must be the identity of Aut#(F).

Consider the identity component Aut°(F) of Aut#(Y). If it is not finite, then

it is a positive dimensional algebraic group and so contains an irreducible algebraic
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subgroup G of dimension one. This is because if Aut (Y) has positive rank then it

contains a torus, while otherwise it is unipotent and thus has a nilpotent subgroup

of dimension one [Hu, pp. 122, 137]. But the preceding paragraph showed that

G maps injectively to Aut(ß) for any irreducible exceptional curve E having ijj(E)

of degree at least 2, and therefore any such curve E is the closure of an orbit of

G acting on Y. Since there are infinitely many such curves E, there are infinitely

many G-orbits whose closures are irreducible exceptional curves.

The main result of [R] now shows that there is a G-invariant dense open sub-

variety V of y for which the quotient of F by G exists; i.e., there is a variety W

and a surjective morphism f':V —> W inducing a bijection between the points of

W and the orbits of G. Since Y, and hence V, is irreducible and rational, W is an

irreducible rational curve, and by restricting to an open subset of W if necessary

we may assume that W is an open subset of a smooth curve G isomorphic to P1.

Thus /' induces a morphism /: V —» P1 which extends to a morphism <p: Z —> P1,

where Z is a (possibly trivial) blowing-up of points of Y. But V must contain

infinitely many G-orbits each of whose closures is an irreducible exceptional curve

of Y. Thus the proper transform E' on Z of each such curve E occurs in a distinct

fibre of tp. By Bertini's theorem [Z1,Z2] it follows that a positive multiple m[E'\ of

the divisor class [E'\ of some such curve E' is the divisor class of a fibre of ¡p. But

this means that E' has self-intersection 0. However, E' is a proper transform of E

with respect to a birational morphism Z —* Y and so (E') ■ (E1) < (E) ■ (E) and the

latter self-intersection number is —1. This contradiction concludes the proof.    D

COROLLARY (1.4). It never happens that Aut#(X) and Aut*(X) are both

infinite.

PROOF. If the latter group were infinite, then X has infinitely many exceptiona

curves, which by the proposition means that Aut#(X) must be finite.    D

2. An example with Aut* (X) infinite. We construct here a complete smooth

rational surface X for which Aut*(X) is infinite but such that X has no antipluri-

canonical curve. Begin with a nonsupersingular smooth cubic curve D' C P2.

Because D' is not supersingular, Pic(ß') contains a cyclic group G of order 46.

Now identify D' with Pic (D') as usual by choosing a flex point of D' as the group

identity. Let X' be the blowing-up of P2 at the points ip, i = 1,..., 8,10, where p is

a point of D' which generates G and where {ip} are other points of D' corresponding

to multiples of p in the group G.

Denote the proper transform of D' on X' by D. We have the restriction homo-

morphism j*:Pic(X') —> Pic(D). It is easy to see that j*([D}) — 0 and therefore

[H2, Proposition (1.2)(b), G, Lemma 4] that D moves in a linear system of dimen-

sion 1 and without base points. This linear system defines a morphism ¡p: X' —» P1,

with respect to which X' is a minimal elliptic rational surface. By precisely the

same argument as is used in example (2.8) of [HI], X' has no smooth irreducible

rational curves of self-intersection —2. So, from the classification of the fibres of

elliptic fibrations [K, Nr], the fibres of <p are irreducible and, since the anticanon-

ical class [-D] is a primitive element of the module Pic(X'), reduced. Because the

Euler characteristic of X' is 12, it follows from formula (**) of [D2j that not every

fibre of ip can be smooth. Thus there is at least one singular fibre (a rational curve

with either a simple node or cusp). And by Theorems (3.1) and (4.1)(2) of [HI] it
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Diagram 2.1

follows, since G is finite, that there is an automorphism a' of X' that has image in

Aut*(X') of infinite order. Now a' preserves the set of fibres of <p since they are

anticanonical. But there are only finitely many <p-fibres F that are singular or for

which the order of j'*(Pic(X')) n Pic°(i?) is less than a given number. (Otherwise,

because the sections of <p are the irreducible exceptional curves, of which there are

infinitely many, there would be two exceptional curves meeting at infinitely many

fibres of <p.) But D is a fibre for which the order of j*(Pic(X')) n Pic°(L>) = G

is 46, so by replacing a' by a power we can assume that a' preserves D and each

singular fibre.

Our example X is now obtained by blowing up X' at two points: at a singular

point t of a singular fibre of <p; and at a point of D (denote by X" the blowing-up

of X' at the second of these two points). First, a' preserves D. Now D contains

G and G is generated by the points of intersection of D with exceptional curves,

so a' also preserves G. But G is a finite set. Therefore, after replacing a' by some

power, we may assume that a' fixes each element of G. Thus the restriction of a'

to D fixes 46 points of D and hence is trivial. Since each singular fibre has a unique

singular point, these points are also fixed by a'. Thus a' lifts to an automorphism

a of X and clearly the order of the image of a in Aut*(X) is infinite.

It only remains to show that X has no antipluricanonical curve. To see this, note

that the class [D"\ is anticanonical for X" and that —K — [D"\ - [F], where K is

the canonical class for X, [F] is the class of the total transform of t to X and by [D"\

we mean here both the class of the proper transform of D to X" and its inclusion in

Pic(X). Moreover, \D"\ ■ [£>"] < 0 and [D"\ ■ [F] = 0. Now suppose for some positive

integer m that -mK were effective. Since \D"\ ■ (-K) = \D") ■ [D" - F] < 0 and

D" is irreducible, we see -mK - [D"\ must be effective. By the same reasoning it

eventually follows that -mK - m\D"\ = -m[F] must be effective, which is absurd

since F is effective. Thus X has no antipluricanonical curve.

Diagram 2.1 may give some idea of how this example works. Two fibres of ¡p

are displayed vertically. Sections of <p, which are irreducible exceptional curves,

are represented horizontally. There are infinitely many such sections (indeed, the

blowings-up of {ip:i = 1,...,8,10} give sections which generate a free abelian

group of index 3 in the group of sections [M]), but they intersect the fibre D in

the finitely many points of G, as suggested by the diagram. The automorphism a!
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fixes each point of D and also fixes the singular point t of the other fibre. For each

point of G, a' also permutes the sections of ip passing through that point. Since X

is the surface obtained by blowing up a point of D and the singular point t of the

other fibre (represented by the two black dots in the diagram), and since these are

a'-fixed points, a' lifts to an automorphism a of X.

3. An example with Aut#(X) infinite. We now present an example in

which X has no antipluricanonical curve but for which nonetheless Aut#(X) is

infinite. It is similar to the previous example in that we start with a rational

surface X' having an elliptic fibration (in characteristics 2 or 3, a quasi-elliptic

fibration) and X is obtained by blowing-up a pair of points of X' fixed by an

infinite subgroup of Aut(X'). So consider homogeneous coordinates x, y, and z on

P2. Linear combinations of the cubic forms z3 and x2z+y3 determine a linear pencil

of cubic curves. We have an action of fc* on P2 by sending, for each t G k*,x,y,

and z to t3x, t2y, and z, respectively. This action preserves our pencil of cubic

curves and fixes the two curves of the pencil given by the forms z3 and x2z + y3.

We take X' to be the minimal blowing-up of P2 that eliminates the base points of

this pencil. The pencil on X' is an elliptic (quasi-elliptic in characteristics 2 and 3)

fibration in which the fibres F\ and F2 corresponding to the forms z3 and x2z + y3

have Kodaira types (cf. [K, Nr]) II* and II, respectively. For the generic fibre

G* we have the map j*:Pic(X') —► Pic(G*) and the group R of rational points

of C* is Ä"J-/Kerj* [G, Lemma 5], where K1- comprises the divisor classes on X'

perpendicular to the canonical class K. But the components of Fi generate both

Ker j* and K1- so R is trivial. Thus the fibration on X' has a single section E, the

sole irreducible exceptional curve on X'. Let p and q be the points of X' where,

respectively, Fi and F2 meet E. Clearly these points are fc*-invariant. Thus, taking

X to be the blowing-up of X' at p and q, the action of fc* lifts to an action on X.

The fact that X has no antipluricanonical curve follows just as in the previous

example, keeping in mind that the fibres of the fibration on X' are anticanonical.

X'

pi

Diagram 3.1
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With the same conventions as before, Diagram 3.1 represents X', the large dots

being the points to be blown up to obtain X. The numbers beside the fibre of type

II* indicate the multiplicities of its various components.
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